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Listening (12marks) 

1) Listen and fill in the table with information from the passage (2marks). 

Name                                                 Ana                 

Grade (in which grade is Ana?) ……………………………………………………………… 

 

Mother’s occupation ……………………………………………………………… 

 

 

2) Listen and write true or false and justify your answer (2marks). 

Sentences true false justification 

a)Ana didn’t like to go 

to school 

………… ………… ……………………………………….. 

b)Ana had  breakfast 

in the garden 

…………. …………. ………………………………………… 

 

3) Listen and circle the appropriate answer (1mark). 

Mrs. Browner was a (boring /great / angry) teacher.  

4) Function (1mark) 

Listen and pick up a sentence expressing possibility.       

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

5) Spelling (1mark) 

Circle the word with the correct spelling  

Ana was (escited/esccited /escaited) to go to school because she was going to sit for a test so 

she (sharpend /charpened/shopened) her pencils and got ready  

6) Pronunciation (1mark) 

Circle the word that has a different underlined sound.  

a) grade   =  classmate  __day__wait__start  

b)mother = fourth __brother__though__therefore 

Language (12marks) 

1) Put the words in parenthesis in the correct tense or form (4marks) 
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Garbage solution  

                             Don’t throw your junk in my backyard. 

Garbage  collection is less frequent than it used to be .Many cities have  restrictions on how 

many bags you can put at the curb (recycle)……………………..and compost programs reduce the need 

for garbage (collect )………………………..In some cities you can even recycle diapers .The goal is to 

reduce or eliminate the need for landfills.  Did you know the garbage industry is 

(profit)…………………..?Some cities such as  New York  sell (they )……………………….garbage to other 

countries .Garbage pickers make a (live)…………………… out of sorting through trash . Many people 

think old dumps should be reopened and mined for treasures such as metal. No body 

(want)…………………… to live near a landfill though(environment)………………………… hope that landfills 

(become)………………… obsolete .One alternative  to dumping is to use garbage as fuel .This might 

have reverse effects . Would you bother to recycle if it wasn’t necessary? What if all garbage 

bags where clear? Perhaps our habits would change if every one could see our trash. 

2) Fill in the blanks with words from the box below be careful there are 2 extra words 

(4marks) 

Released/ the ground /around /affects /weather /environment /plastics /industry/polluting 

/layers/ 

 

The different Kinds of pollution are connected .What happens to the air (1)………………………the land 

.What happened to the land affects the water (2) ………………………………………us .And what happens to 

the water affects the air . 

Man has been (3) …………………………..the Earth from the time he  lit his first fire washed his clothes 

in the river and threw his trash on (4)…………………………….. 

When land was used up or the river dirty Man moved on to another place. At first the Earth 

could handle this problem because there was plenty of fresh air land and water .This is no longer 

true .The rise in population  and the spread of (5)………………………………have changed that . New kinds 

of waste such as (6)…………………………………will not rot into the soil . New chemicals will not dissolve 

in water. Our (7)……………………………..is becoming overloaded with waste . Every year about 

150000000tons of dirt sprays and gases are (8)…………………………….. 

Into the air over the USA. Polluted air damages paint and metal makes your clothes dirty keeps 

plants from growing and can also cause lung diseases and death. There are two main causes of air 

pollution fumes from cars trucks and buses fumes from industrial plants. 
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3) Circle the correct alternative (4marks) 

A 

Carlos is a new student .He is (from /to /in) Peru. 

This is (her/him /his) third day at his new school  

He rides the bus (into /with /by) David. Carlos and David are becoming friends. David is helping 

Carlos to learn English and Carlos is teaching David (to /at /of) play soccer. 

B 

First day of high school 

The alarm clock rang Jacob groped for it .His Hand (search /searched/searches) for the clock 

and he finally hit the ‘’off ‘button .Then he (slow /slowly /slower) got out of bed and began to 

dress ‘’Get going !’’Aunt Tina called (from /on / in) the kitchen you don’t want to be late for your 

first day of high school. 

Aunt Tina had made a big breakfast juice cereal pancakes eggs and toast were on the table 

.Jacob wasn’t very hungry that morning .He only drank some juice .Where are my glasses? he 

asked .I can’t find (they /their /them) any where! 

‘’Stop worrying Aunt Tina said with a smile. ‘’Just look on top of your head’’ 

 


